Abstract. We examined the electroluminescence issue from a detection of solar cells defects perspective. Different from previous research, this paper illustrates the differences in EL images of different types of defects. There are three parts in this paper. We start with a brief introduction of the principle of electroluminescence. Then we propose a classification of different defect types. An additional discussion of effects of different defects on the power of cells is also provided. We end the study with the conclusion EL cannot detect all the defects of the cells. We found in our research that the types of defects in the cells can be divided into two categories. Based on these findings, we can conclude that (1) Atomic level defect EL image display is not obvious. (2) Physical defects cells with the EL images have their own characteristics. (3) Only using EL to detect the quality of the cells is not reliable. Some useful implications from this study include that quality inspection method of solar cell.
Introduction
With the excessive exploitation of traditional fossil fuels, the development of renewable resources is very important to ensure the sustainable utilization of energy. Faced with the increasingly severe energy situation, tremendous countries are paying more attention to nuclear energy, wind energy, solar energy and other renewable resources. Among these advanced resources, solar energy is superior to others because of its infinity. The way of using solar energy is mainly divided into two parts: solar photo-voltaic utilization and photo-thermal utilization of solar energy. Specially, solar photo-voltaic utilization masters the mature technology and is widely used. Since the quality of solar panel determines the efficiency of power generation, the quality test for solar cell module has become quite important. And EL test which can directly show the defect in solar module plays an important role in the whole quality test.
Testing Theory and Method of EL
EL test, which is called the solar cell electroluminescent, has become a general method to detect the quality of solar panel and plays an important role in detection and control of the factory battery quality. In solar battery, as the diffusion length of minority is much longer than the width of barrier, electrons and holes will probably continue to diffuse to diffusion area rather than disappear as a result of recombination when passing through the barriers. In the forward bias voltage, the barrier are and diffusion area of PH Junction are injected a bit of minority current carriers which constantly compound with majority carriers to jet light. What is mentioned above is the basic principle of solar cell electroluminescent. [1] As showed in figure 1, basic components part and step of EL test is listed as below. Firstly, draw forth the positive and negative pole and use outside power to do the forward bias voltage processing of battery piece so that the photon given out by the battery piece will be captured by CCD camera. Secondly, use computer to cope with the photon according to the relationship among the minority carrier lifetime, density and light, that is, electroluminescence intensity is proportional to the diffusion length of minority and current density. [1] Then, we could conclude the location and form of defect of the solar battery from the photos.
As mentioned above, the electroluminescence intensity is weak than normal places in the defects of the battery chip such as crack, broken gate and debris. 
The EL Test in the Application of Solar Cells

Defects in the Presence of Solar Cells
Different defects are inevitable in solar battery, For example, defects like the black side and high grain boundary of the battery when processing silicon wafers and defects like debris, hidden crack and broken gat caused by physical collision or human interference when transporting silicon. These defects will affect the power of battery which leads to the necessity of detecting and handling these defects in time.
In this paper, the defects of solar cells are divided into atomic defects and physical defects. The atomic-level defect which means no sign of artificial damage and visible physical damage after processing can be caused by error during the process of velveteen, etching, dephosphorization, anti-reflective film, printing electrodes, etc. Physical defects refer to the physical damage that occurs during the transport of silicon wafers, resulting in significant cracking and fragmentation of the processed solar cells.
EL Testing Detects Atomic Defects
Although the electroluminescence will make small defects in the battery exposed, but not all defects in the EL detection process can be obviously showed.
[2] Figure. 2 shows the EL image of the battery whose leakage current is too large. Compared with the EL images of the normal sheet, showed in Figure 3 , the average luminance of the surface of the normal sheet is higher than that of defected battery, in the case of the same external current and voltage. In addition to the defects of large leakage current, the high grain boundary and black edge are also common. High grain boundary and black side of the battery is separately shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 . As we can see, the surface of the cell sheet of the high-grain boundary cell is different from that of the normal cell surface. Although some place is darker than the normal area, it is not obvious. And the surface of the black side battery sheet even shows no significant difference. Therefore, the quality detection of the cell by the EL test is not particularly marked on the image. Figure 4 High grain boundary. Figure 5 Black edge.
Using EL to Test Physical Defects
Using EL to detect physical defects is a very popular way. This article analyzes the causes of different physical defects and the influences of the power of the battery chip raised by these defects Figure 6 shows the electroluminescent corresponding to the split cell. Figure 7 shows the electroluminescent corresponding to the debris cell. We can see there is a significant crack between the first and the second grid of the cell which is called split cell in Figure 6 . In Figure 7 , there is a significant black area in the upper part of the battery chip which means this part of the battery is isolated with other areas. Cells included this form of defects are called debris cells. [3] Figure 6. Split. Cracked and debris are the common defects .in solar battery piece which are caused mainly by misoperation of laminating cells. Cracked defect has different influences on battery piece according to different cracked area. [4] Although we thought that cracked battery piece will lead to hot spot, in actual experiment, some cracked battery piece appears at no-cracked area. As for debris battery piece, the generated power of battery piece will decrease since the power of debris area will be consumed. Apart from these two kinds of defects, broken gate and pseudo soldering are also very common. Broken gate is the broken of grid lines in battery piece surface and pseudo soldering happens when main grid line failed to closely attach to silicon wafer during welding process. Figure. 8 and figure.9 are respectively the electroluminescent images of broken gate and pseudo soldering. As is showed in figure. 7, the broken grid line, apparently existing between the 2 nd and 3 rd main grid line, contributes to the declination of generated power of battery piece since it prevents the electrons around broken grid line to converge on the main grid line. Pseudo soldering refers to a clearance leakage between the main grid line and battery piece which will leads to an inability of converging all electrons. [5] Therefore, pseudo soldering makes the battery power reduce. The main performance of low power is the leakage current. The conclusions are showed in Table. 1. Measurement of the leakage current is under the reverse-bias voltage. According to the data, when under reverse-bias voltage, the battery of which the leakage current is at the top will reach the maximum leakage current. 
Conclusion
Although electroluminescence technology can detect defects in battery in a short time, it can only detect the physical defects such as cracks, debris, broken gate, etc. Some atomic level of defects cannot be detected properly. Thus, focusing merely on EL image to do the quality test for battery pieces is far from enough. As for atomic defects, the production process must be strictly required. And physical defects should be avoided during transporting and laminating process.
